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≥ ----- ESTABLISHING CONNECTION -----

≥ Welcome to the JANUARY 2022 issue of "THE PACKET," 

produced under the University of Arizona Cyber 

Operations program. As always, my name is Professor 

Michael Galde, and I wish to welcome you to the year 

2022. Once again, the January issue is where I introduce 

a format change, and I welcome any comments of how you 

enjoy and like this new look and what changes you did 

not like. I hope to focus more on giving you, the 

student, even more information than before compared to 

last year's style. 

≥ Last month in December, we witnessed the abuse in CVE-

2021-44228 which advantage of Apache Log4j. Apache Log4j 

is a Java-based logging utility, and you will find this 

in multiple logging products. One industry where you 

will find this most commonly is within Managed Service 

Providers or MSPs. The fix is quite simple. You upgrade 

to the next update; however, Apache Log4j is part of 

many products. Therefore, it is likely to go unnoticed 

unless the original vendor puts out an update to fix 

these issues. 

≥ If you would like to contribute an article, feel free to 

reach out and get your work published within this 

publication. Reach out to discover the publication 

criteria and what the next months topic would be. The 

year 2021 was almost always malware related so if you 

are in CYBV 454 - Malware Threats & Analysis then I want 

to talk to you. 
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>. CYBER_SAGUAROS_UPDATE

≥ NATIONAL CYBER LEAGUE (NCL): I WOULD LIKE TO ONCE AGAIN 

CONGRATULATE THE CYBER SAGUAROS - APT 100 TEAM ON FOURTH 

PLACE IN THE NATIONAL CYBER LEAGUE COMPETITION.  

≥ NEXT EVENT CAPTURE THE FLAG CTF: 

≥ CYBER SAGUAROS JUICE SHOP

≥ FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, CYBER SAGUAROS WILL 

HAVE A COPY OF THE OWASP JUICE SHOP UP AND 

RUNNING. IF YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN THIS, BEFORE TAKE 

A LOOK AND GET TO HACKING. IF YOU GET STUCK THERE 

ARE MULTIPLE TUTORIALS AVALIABLE TO GUIDE YOU 

INTO ABUSING THE SITE. 

≥ CACTUSCON 10 (2022)

≥ CACTUSCON IS EXPECTED TO PUT ON A CTF HOWEVER 

DETAILS ARE UNKNOWN AT THIS TIME. CYBER SAGUAROS 

WILL ALSO ATTEND IN-PERSON AND VIRTURALLY. 

≥ KRINGLECON (2021)

≥ KRINGLECON 2021 FEATURED A SERIES OF FASCINATING 

TALKS FROM CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY EXPERTS 

DISCUSSING THE LATEST INFORMATION SECURITY 

TOPICS. KRINGLECON 4 ALSO TOOK PLACE AND AT THE 

TIME OF THIS WRITING I HAVE NO IDEA HOW IT WENT. 

I WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO LOOK AT THIS TILL THE 

START OF JANUARY SO I HOPE THEY DID WELL AND I 

WILL UPDATE YOU IN FEBRUARY. 
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https://saguarojuiceshop.herokuapp.com/#/
https://www.cactuscon.com/
https://www.sans.org/mlp/holiday-hack-challenge/


DOD CYBER SCHOLARSHIP 

PROGRAM (DOD CYSP)

The Department of Defense (DoD) Cyber Scholarship Program (CySP) is sponsored by the 

DoD Chief Information Office and administered by the National Security Agency (NSA).

The objectives of the program:

• Promote higher education in all disciplines of cybersecurity

• Enhance the Department’s ability to recruit and retain cyber and IT specialists,

• Increase the number of military and civilian personnel in the DoD with this expertise, 

and ultimately

• Enhance the nation’s cyber posture.

• The DoD is working with universities like the University of Arizona and other defined 

National Centers of Academic Excellence (CAE). Interested students need to apply 

directly with the University of Arizona at CYSP@EMAIL.ARIZONA.EDU 

• Minimum cumulative GPA of 3.2 (undergraduate) 

• Must be entering junior or senior year.

• Must be a U.S. Citizen.

• Must agree to work for the DoD as a civilian for one year for each year of scholarship 

received.

• LINK TO APPLY

THE DEADLINE IS TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2022 AT 11:59 P.M. EASTERN TIME. YOU MUST HAVE 

YOUR APPLICATION AND ALL MATERIALS SUBMITTED BY THAT DATE AND TIME.

The NSA CAE-CO 

designation  provides 

UA graduates access to

the  CAE Community 

and all of its  resources.
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https://www.avuedigitalservices.com/casting/aiportal/control/registerNow
https://www.dodemergingtech.com/cyber-scholarship-program-cysp/
https://www.avuedigitalservices.com/casting/aiportal/control/mainmenu?agency=DDW&portal=CYSP
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RANSOMWARE ATTACK SHUTS DOWN LEWIS & CLARK COMMUNITY COLLEGE

• ARTICLE LINK
• DR. KEN TRZASKA 

MESSAGE
• NEWS REPORT LCCC
• BUTLER COMMUNITY 

COLLEGE ALSO HIT
• NEWS REPORT BCC

Lewis and Clark Community College in Godfrey closed all their 
campuses this week and canceled all extra-curricular activities. 
The director of information technology noticed suspicious activity 
and shut down the school's computer network. According to Ken 
Trzaska, hackers got into the network but never gained control. 
Trzaska said the college eventually received an email requesting 
money, but he wouldn’t say how much. "That's pretty crazy for a 
cyber-attack to be able to shut down everything on this campus. 
There are no sports, no nothing this whole week," said Trey 
Hemminghaus, a student. According to Trzaska, the college 
notified police and the FBI about the ransomware attack. Trzaska
said he expects the college's computer network to be back online 
and students back on campus by Monday.

IKEA HIT BY ONGOING EMAIL CYBERATTACK CAMPAIGN

• ARTICLE LINK
• IKEA WARNING TO 

EMPLOYES
• PROXYSHELL 

VULNERABILITY

Furniture giant IKEA confirmed that it was hit by a wave of email 
reply-chain cyberattacks that targeted the company's internal 
mailboxes, as well as those of IKEA's suppliers and business 
partners, Bleeping Computer reports. Attackers carry out reply-
chain attacks by gaining access to genuine corporate emails via 
hacked employee email accounts or breached internal servers and 
then replying to them with malicious attachments or links. 
Internal IKEA emails seen by Bleeping Computer confirm that it 
was aware of the ongoing reply-chain campaign and warned its 
employees about the cyberattack. "There is an ongoing 
cyberattack that is targeting Inter Ikea mailboxes," IKEA said in 
the email sent to staff. "Other IKEA organizations, suppliers, and 
business partners are compromised by the same attack and are 
further spreading malicious emails to persons in Inter IKEA. This 
means that the attack can come via email from someone you 
work with, from any external organization, and a reply to an 
ongoing conversation. It is therefore difficult to detect, for which 
we ask you to be extra cautious." According to Bleeping 
Computer, the reply-chain campaign carried out against IKEA
shares certain similarities with the infamous Microsoft Exchange 
server attack. "While IKEA has not responded to our emails about 
the attack and has not disclosed to employees whether internal 
servers were compromised, it appears that they are suffering 
from a similar attack," states the Bleeping Computer report.
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https://www.kmov.com/news/ransomware-attack-shuts-down-lewis-clark-community-college/article_322258be-516e-11ec-ba26-df0bdc26f6fb.html?&web_view=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zg--TtsfTQ8&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJREoafKLZ4
https://news.bc3.edu/bc3-alert-ongoing-it-situation/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JGQnIxIn2g
https://cybernews.com/news/ikea-hit-by-ongoing-email-cyberattack-campaign/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/ikea-email-systems-hit-by-ongoing-cyberattack/
https://www.cpomagazine.com/cyber-security/minimizing-cyber-risk-lessons-learned-from-proxyshell/
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SABBATH - ELUSIVE NEW RANSOMWARE DETECTED

• ARTICLE LINK
• FIRST APPEARANCE 
• AFFILIATE PROGRAM 

BREAKDOWN
• NEWS VIDEO –

PARENTS THREATS

In September 2021, Mandiant discovered a post on exploit.in 
seeking partners for a new ransomware affiliate program. By 
October 21, 2021, the 54BB47h (Sabbath) ransomware shaming 
site and blog were created and quickly became the talk of security 
researchers. In contrast with most other affiliate programs, 
Mandiant observed two occasions where the ransomware 
operator provided its affiliates with pre-configured Cobalt Strike 
BEACON backdoor payloads. While the use of BEACON is common 
practice in ransomware intrusions, the use of a ransom affiliate 
program operator provided BEACON is unusual and offers both a 
challenge for attribution efforts while also offering additional 
avenues for detection. UNC2190, operating as Arcane and 
Sabbath, has targeted critical infrastructure including education, 
health, and natural resources in the United States and Canada 
since June 2021. The targeting of critical infrastructure by 
ransomware groups has become increasingly concerning as 
evidenced by governments moving to target ransomware actors 
as national security level threats with particular attention to 
groups that target and disrupt critical infrastructure.
Sabbath first came to light in October 2021 when the group 
publicly shamed and extorted a US school district on Reddit and 
from a now suspended Twitter account, @54BB47h. During this 
recent extortion, the threat actor demanded a multi-million-
dollar payment after deploying ransomware. Media reporting 
indicated that the group took the unusually aggressive step of 
emailing staff, parents and even students directly to further apply 
public pressure on the school district.

>. HACKS_OF_THE_MONTH
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LINUX REMOTE ACCESS TROJAN HIDES BEHIND THE INVALID DATE, FEBRUARY 31

• ARTICLE LINK
• SOURCE CODE
• MALWARE RESEARCH

Security researchers have discovered a new remote access trojan 
(RAT) for Linux that keeps an almost invisible profile by hiding in 
tasks scheduled for execution on a non-existent day, February 
31st. Dubbed CronRAT, the malware is currently targeting web 
stores and enables attackers to steal credit card data by deploying 
online payment skimmers on Linux servers. Characterized by both 
ingenuity and sophistication, as far as malware for online stores is 
concerned, CronRAT is undetected by many antivirus engines.

https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/news/252510169/Hack-Sabbath-Elusive-new-ransomware-detected?&web_view=true
https://www.reddit.com/r/SecOpsDaily/comments/qfkpgc/the_new_ransomware_group_54bb47h_seem_to_have/
https://www.mandiant.com/resources/sabbath-ransomware-affiliate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAQjoM6Y6mc
https://www.mandiant.com/resources/sabbath-ransomware-affiliate
https://exploit-in.translate.goog/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en-US
https://twitter.com/54BB47h
https://www.zdnet.com/article/this-stealthy-malware-hides-behind-an-impossible-date/
https://gist.github.com/gwillem/fbe3e6b98e2e10d7f1f271ca4b6e813f#file-cronrat-annotated-sh
https://sansec.io/research/cronrat
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SOLARWINDS HACKERS HAVE A WHOLE BAG OF NEW TRICKS FOR MASS 
COMPROMISE ATTACKS

• ARTICLE LINK
• CRYPTOBOT DETAILS
• NEW GROUP 

RESEARCH
• SOLARWINDS 

RESEARCH
• MITIGATION 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Almost exactly a year ago, security researchers uncovered one of 
the worst data breaches in modern history, if not ever: a Kremlin-
backed hacking campaign that compromised the servers of 
network management provider SolarWinds and, from there, the 
networks of 100 of its highest-profile customers, including nine 
US federal agencies. Rather than breaking into each target one by 
one, the group hacked into the web of SolarWinds. It used the 
access and the trust customers had in the company to push a 
malicious update to roughly 18,000 of its customers. Almost 
instantly, the hackers could intrude into the networks of all of
those entities. Since last year, company researchers say the two 
hacking groups linked to the SolarWinds hack-one called 
UNC3004 and the other UNC2652 have continued to devise new 
ways to compromise large numbers of targets efficiently. Now, 
instead of poisoning the supply chain of SolarWinds, the groups 
have compromised the networks of cloud solution providers and 
managed service providers, or CSPs and MSPs, which many large 
companies rely on for a wide range of IT services. The groups then 
found clever ways to use those compromised providers to intrude 
upon their customers.
• Use of credentials stolen by Cryptbot, an information stealer 

that harvests system and web browser credentials and 
cryptocurrency wallets. 

• Once the hacker groups were inside a network, they 
compromised enterprise spam filters or other software with 
“application impersonation privileges,” 

• Abuse of legitimate residential proxy services or geo-located 
cloud providers such as Azure to connect to end targets. 

• Clever ways to bypass security restrictions, such as extracting 
virtual machines to determine internal routing configurations 
of the networks they wanted to hack.

• Gaining access to an active directory stored in a target’s Azure 
account and using this all-powerful administration tool to 
steal cryptographic keys that would generate tokens that 
could bypass two-factor authentication protections. 

• Use of a custom downloader dubbed Ceeloader.
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https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2021/12/solarwinds-hackers-have-a-whole-bag-of-new-tricks-for-mass-compromise-attacks/
https://threatresearch.ext.hp.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/HP_Wolf_Security_Threat_Insights_Report_H1_2021.pdf
https://www.mandiant.com/resources/russian-targeting-gov-business
https://www.mandiant.com/resources/evasive-attacker-leverages-solarwinds-supply-chain-compromises-with-sunburst-backdoor
https://www.mandiant.com/resources/remediation-and-hardening-strategies-for-microsoft-365-to-defend-against-unc2452
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CUBA RANSOMWARE BREACHED 49 US CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE ORGS

• ARTICLE LINK
• HANCITOR MALWARE
• FBI ALERT
• CUBA RANSOMEWARE 

Today I learned there is a Cuban group named as the Cuba 
Ransomware group and yes that is their real name. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation has revealed that the Cuba ransomware 
gang has compromised the networks of at least 49 organizations 
from US critical infrastructure sectors, including but not limited to 
the financial, government, healthcare, manufacturing, and 
information technology sectors. The FBI also added that this 
ransomware group had made over $40 million since it started 
targeting US companies. "Cuba ransomware actors have 
demanded at least US $74 million and received at least US $43.9 
million in ransom payments," the FBI added. 
• Cuba ransomware is delivered on victims' networks through 

the Hancitor malware downloader, which allows the 
ransomware gang to gain easier access to previously 
compromised corporate networks
• Hancitor (Chancitor) is known for delivering information 

stealers, Remote Access Trojans (RATs), and other types 
of ransomware

• Once in, using the key provided by Hancitor, Cuba 
ransomware operators will use legitimate Windows services 
to deploy their ransomware payloads remotely and encrypt 
files using the ".cuba" extension.

>. HACKS_OF_THE_MONTH
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https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/fbi-cuba-ransomware-breached-49-us-critical-infrastructure-orgs/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/cuba-ransomware-partners-with-hancitor-for-spam-fueled-attacks/
https://web.archive.org/web/20211204002559/https:/www.ic3.gov/Media/News/2021/211203-2.pdf
https://shared-public-reports.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/Cuba+Ransomware+Group+-+on+a+roll.pdf
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HOSPITAL RANSOMWARE ATTACKS GO BEYOND HEALTH CARE DATA

•

•

•

https://securityintelligence.com/articles/hospital-ransomware-health-care-data/?web_view=true
https://www.censinet.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Ponemon-Research-Report-The-Impact-of-Ransomware-on-Healthcare-During-COVID-19-and-Beyond-sept2021-1.pdf
https://securityintelligence.com/posts/revil-ransomware-kaseya-supply-chain-attack/
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/21072978-kidd-amended-complaint
https://www.censinet.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Ponemon-Research-Report-The-Impact-of-Ransomware-on-Healthcare-During-COVID-19-and-Beyond-sept2021-1.pdf#page=13
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A MYSTERIOUS THREAT ACTOR IS RUNNING HUNDREDS OF 
MALICIOUS TOR RELAYS

•

•

•

•

https://therecord.media/a-mysterious-threat-actor-is-running-hundreds-of-malicious-tor-relays/
https://nusenu.medium.com/the-growing-problem-of-malicious-relays-on-the-tor-network-2f14198af548
https://therecord.media/thousands-of-tor-exit-nodes-attacked-cryptocurrency-users-over-the-past-year/
https://nusenu.medium.com/is-kax17-performing-de-anonymization-attacks-against-tor-users-42e566defce8
https://lists.torproject.org/pipermail/tor-relays/2021-November/019980.html


CAT # COURSE BOOKS

CYBV 301 FUNDAMENTALS OF CYBERSECURITY BOOK

CYBV 302 LINUX SECURITY ESSENTIALS BOOK

CYBV 303 WINDOWS SECURITY ESSENTIALS BOOK

CYBV 312 INTRODUCTION TO SECURITY SCRIPTING BOOK

CYBV 326 INTRO METHODS OF NETWORKING ANALYSIS BOOK

CYBV 329 CYBER ETHICS BOOK

CYBV 351 SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE PENDING BOOK SELECTION

CYBV 354 PRINCIPLES OPEN-SOURCE INTEL BOOK

CYBV 381 INCIDENT RESPONSE TO DIGITAL FORENSICS PENDING BOOK SELECTION

CYBV 382 NETWORK FORENSICS PENDING BOOK SELECTION

CYBV 385 INTRODUCTION TO CYBER OPERATIONS BOOK

CYBV 388 CYBER INSTIGATIONS AND FORENSICS BOOK 1, BOOK 2

CYBV 400 ACTIVE CYBER DEFENSE BOOK 1, BOOK 2

CYBV 435 CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE BOOK 1, BOOK 2

CYBV 436 COUNTER CYBER THREAT INTEL BOOK 1, BOOK 2

CYBV 437 DECEPTION & COUNTER-DECEPTION BOOK

CYBV 440 DIGITAL ESPIONAGE PENDING BOOK SELECTION

CYBV 441 CYBER WAR, TERROR & CRIME PENDING BOOK SELECTION

CYBV 450 INFORMATION WARFARE BOOK 1

CYBV 454 MALWARE THREATS & ANALYSIS BOOK

CYBV 460 PRINCIPLES OF ZERO TRUST NETWORKS BOOK

CYBV 471 ASSEMBLY LANG PROG FOR SEC PROF BOOK

CYBV 473 VIOLENT PYTHON BOOK 1, BOOK 2

CYBV 474 ADVANCED ANALYTICS FOR SEC OPS BOOK 1, BOOK 2

CYBV 475 CYBER DECEPTION DETECTION PENDING BOOK SELECTION

CYBV 479 WIRELESS NETWORKING AND SECURITY BOOK 1, BOOK 2

CYBV 480 CYBER WARFARE BOOK 1, BOOK 2

CYBV 481 SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACKS & DEFENSES PENDING BOOK SELECTION

CYBV 498 SENIOR CAPSTONE IN CYBER OPERATIONS BOOK
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https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/security-in-computing/9780134085074/
https://www.amazon.com/Linux-Essentials-Cybersecurity-Pearson-Curriculum/dp/0789759357
https://www.amazon.com/Mastering-Windows-PowerShell-Scripting-environment/dp/1789536669
https://www.amazon.com/Automate-Boring-Stuff-Python-2nd/dp/1593279922/
https://www.pearson.com/store/p/computer-networking-a-top-down-approach/P100000112348
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/uaz/detail.action?docID=4441666&query=978-1-284-08139-8
https://www.amazon.com/Open-Source-Intelligence-Techniques-Information/dp/1984201573/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=978-1984201577&qid=1601596079&s=books&sr=1-1
https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/security-in-computing/9780134085074/
https://www.amazon.com/Guide-Computer-Forensics-Investigations-Standalone/dp/1337568945
https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/the-art-of/9781118824993/
https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/applied-network-security/9780124172081/
https://www.amazon.com/Network-Defense-Countermeasures-Principles-Cybersecurity/dp/0789759969
https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/intelligence-driven-incident-response/9781491935187/
https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/applied-network-security/9780124172081/
https://www.amazon.com/Incognito-Toolkit-Communicating-Publishing-Researching/dp/0985049146
https://smile.amazon.com/Future-Crimes-Everything-Connected-Vulnerable-ebook/dp/B00N6PCZMC/
https://www.amazon.com/Deception-Counterdeception-Counterintelligence-Robert-Clark/dp/1506375235/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=978-1506375236&qid=1601916625&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Active-Measures-History-Disinformation-Political/dp/0374287260/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Active+Measures%3A+The+Secret+History+of+Disinformation+and+Political+Warfare&qid=1601916871&s=books&sr=1-1
https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/practical-malware-analysis/9781593272906/
https://www.amazon.com/Zero-Trust-Networks-Building-Untrusted/dp/1491962194
https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/assembly-language-step-by-step/9780470497029/
https://www.amazon.com/Black-Hat-Python-2nd-Programming-ebook/dp/B08CTGR1XC/
https://www.amazon.com/Real-World-Python-Hackers-Solving-Problems/dp/1718500629/
https://www.amazon.com/Machine-Learning-Everyone-Addison-Wesley-Analytics/dp/0134845625
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/back-to-basics-paul-mcfedries/1130968889
https://www.amazon.com/GSM-Architecture-Protocols-J%C3%B6rg-Ebersp%C3%A4cher/dp/0470030704
https://www.amazon.com/Wireless-Networks-Clint-Smith/dp/0071819835
https://www.amazon.com/Hacker-Playbook-Practical-Penetration-Testing/dp/1980901759/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=978-1980901754&qid=1601917185&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Penetration-Testing-Fundamentals-Hands-Cybersecurity/dp/0789759373/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=978-0789759375&qid=1601917259&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/APA-Simplified-Your-Concise-Guide/dp/1933167548
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OPERATION AURORA FIRST PUBLICLY DISCLOSED BY GOOGLE

DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD (DES) PUBLISHED AS FEDERAL 
STANDARD (FIPS PUB 46)

https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/01/new-approach-to-china.html
https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/fips/46/archive/1977-01-15
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BRAIN BOOT SECTOR VIRUS IS RELEASED

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuzrxQgvJS0
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≥ February 4-5, 2022

≥Mesa Convention Center, AZ

≥Hybrid Talks and Local Workshops

≥ CactusCon is back at the Mesa Convention Center in 

lovely Mesa, AZ, on February 4-5, 2022! There is ample 

parking at the venue, with potential overflow lots north 

of MLK Jr. Avenue. If you book at the extremely nearby 

Delta Hotel Marriott, your parking will be just as close 

as convention center parking.

≥ CactusCon is the most prominent annual hacker and 

security conference in Arizona.  Our last event 

attracted just shy of 1,500 attendees from throughout 

the country. However, in the previous nine (9) years, 

our event has established itself as a top-tier security 

conference and has quickly become a must-attend learning 

and networking event.

≥ CactusCon is constantly evolving, striving to meet the 

changing needs and expectations of the InfoSec 

community.  We attract sought-after industry leaders, 

offer cutting-edge workshops, and provide ample 

opportunities for mingling and networking with people 

who share a passion for information security.

≥ JOIN THE DISCORD https://www.cactuscon.com/cc10

≥ February 4-5, 2022

≥Mesa Convention Center, AZ

≥Hybrid Talks and Local Workshops

≥ CactusCon is back at the Mesa Convention Center in 

lovely Mesa, AZ, on February 4-5, 2022! There is ample 

parking at the venue, with potential overflow lots north 

of MLK Jr. Avenue. If you book at the extremely nearby 

Delta Hotel Marriott, your parking will be just as close 

as convention center parking.

≥ CactusCon is the most prominent annual hacker and 

security conference in Arizona.  Our last event 

attracted just shy of 1,500 attendees from throughout 

the country. However, in the previous nine (9) years, 

our event has established itself as a top-tier security 

conference and has quickly become a must-attend learning 

and networking event.

≥ CactusCon is constantly evolving, striving to meet the 

changing needs and expectations of the InfoSec 

community.  We attract sought-after industry leaders, 

offer cutting-edge workshops, and provide ample 

opportunities for mingling and networking with people 

who share a passion for information security.

≥ JOIN THE DISCORD https://www.cactuscon.com/cc10
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https://www.cactuscon.com/cc10
https://www.cactuscon.com/cc10
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ABUSING A SYSTEM THROUGH PROCESS HERPADERPING

Last semester, the Fall of 2021, was my first-semester teaching CYBV 454 
Malware Threats & Analysis. As I was finding my footing, I recall a technique 
of obscuring malicious programs from Anti-Virus and the host operating 
system. The method we will be discussing is called Process Herpaderping, 
which is very similar to Process Doppelgänging, Process Hollowing or Process 
Ghosting. Process Herpaderping is a method of obscuring a malicious 
process by modifying the file on a disk after the image has been mapped for 
the OS to execute it. In a simplistic explanation, when you begin running an 
executable, the operating system needs to link to it to be referenced by 
other programs and gather resources for it to run, access to hardware, and 
link it to memory. However, by creating these callbacks, these are not 
invoked upon the creation of the process but rather upon the creation of the 
first threads within the process. This method creates a gap between when a 
process is created and when security products are notified of its design. It 
also gives malware authors a window to tamper with the backing executable 
before security products can scan it. Microsoft provides security vendors 
with the ability to register callbacks that will be invoked upon the creation of 
processes and threads on the system. Driver developers can call APIs to 
receive such events, but this gap is what a malware author can use to abuse 
the systems' defenses.
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ABUSING A SYSTEM THROUGH PROCESS HERPADERPING

From an Operating Systems perspective, herpaderp attacks are often 
categorized as unintentional activity. But from a software developer’s point 
of view, it’s a clear security threat, and a potent one at that.

To start off our example we are going to run a program that is on one hand 
innocent and on the other hand a huge red flag that every Anti-Virus and 
Windows protection will flag as a known threat, and this is the program 
Mimikatz. Mimikatz is an open-source program used by hackers and security 
professionals like penetration testers to gather credentials on Windows 
computers. Coded by Benjamin Deply in 2007, mimikatz was originally 
created to be a proof of concept as an example framework to learn about 
Microsoft authentication protocol vulnerabilities. From a System 
Administration standpoint this is not a file you want on your network, as a 
network security engineer this is not something you want being transmitted 
on your network and the reason why is because oh how easily it can extract 
credentials. You want every piece of protection to alert on this program. 

Well by using Process Herpaderping, we can load mimikatz into the system 
but make it appear as if it is a validly signed file by something the system 
trusts. Think of a trusted file from Microsoft, Google or Cisco. Something 
your system would interact with as a trusted source. 

TYPE TECHNIQUE

Hollowing map -> modify section -> execute

Doppelganging transact -> write -> map -> rollback -> execute

Herpaderping write -> map -> modify -> execute -> close
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ABUSING A SYSTEM THROUGH PROCESS HERPADERPING

By using the process at this GitHub page, we could run a copy of mimikatz as 
if it was signed by Google itself. This example goes over the Herpaderping
technique which is like Hollowing and Doppelgänging however there are 
some key differences. In order to try this on your own make sure to build 
your environment correctly by using the following commands. 

git clone https://github.com/jxy-s/herpaderping.git
cd .\herpaderping\
git submodule update --init --recursive
MSBuild .\herpaderping.sln

This vulnerability was disclosed to the Microsoft Security Response Center 
(MSRC) on 7/17/2020 and a case was opened by MSRC on 7/22/2020. 
MSRC concluded their investigation on 8/25/2020 and determined the 
findings are valid but do not meet their bar for immediate servicing. At this 
time their case is closed, without resolution, and is marked for future 
review, with no timeline.

https://github.com/jxy-s/herpaderping
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>. QUICK_PROJECT

PROTECT YOUR SELF AT THE DNS LEVEL

curl -sSL https://install.pi-hole.net | bash

https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/280203/1-s2.0-S1877050921X00105/1-s2.0-S1877050921008140/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEOn%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJGMEQCIE1XxdrwdK351Qu1ULnHkGIKmxfr5yYErRJYR1TN4EbeAiBRfJE1F2j3Zrf6iUXFIG7lvf3l75OQmHHCgVQ7e7K4zCqDBAjC%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F8BEAQaDDA1OTAwMzU0Njg2NSIMj8atuPX3ma73zweDKtcDzBT1QczHu2WmkgdU8XEDfsOghYiAJLkOvgQRQIfjXiVtO%2BkfO%2B6%2BPqJBJWd7eLpfhBRJxNYam6MAGRrdMCVKc%2BkFrkbAyaP%2BbRIoePrARZtDqGydxF7o7WGFrRNwMk2r%2BGQ6aJSRAF4C218ThorVFwV0Av6FTOxVlFO%2FPidn3OtOTRf%2BwuujFPwKQqfK4U9igXNMd%2Fuy6cH0XR%2BULxvhE9eHcJzh2irQXJfhGwyKJEh1%2Ba5tG0dTnKYo3Zx6W%2Bkhjd2h5%2Babs1wZpw%2FvPHgIeCl8p%2F7y8ctDNMbvBcFNQVdKajjlipwAhSr0YDJTARC0Q7XF9FivPXJ00ic2t4YLQWMPghYRkqZgMUJHpO3v%2B5g%2BkJ%2FxCnMnzWMk1kKkV1gm%2FfewI4aIGUEVZgwgpEbeocJnEJ%2FXCYN5g6I2XqH8RF5%2FTRlyHJrWoDCoXYenzv%2F3BsAgq3UeLxqqYUm8VeQTQTl31WGev1Y09KccljlJERPu5Wgz%2BQkS%2BjvCcVlEAgPWddTKikZsUGOIynz25NILA1G4bsP7AvKbzm%2B7dfBcheAL%2FEO76A9HxnhqUGtjrK%2BcH2iSrhMdLchp7a%2BPo5ktTO5VY6mP0QBkG6Tb9uNnCwOO8E5UjETXMPS%2Bw40GOqYBHllgaPpM3CLsNnbVU00HHxX5o0BL%2FkzvtzBq%2BKZ0mWa2iduT5HeZe7V57uiEB12DvmoEO%2Feq9Cw8KKnCEybuNxh94mAUgLZvwPxkUdifdHq0Y%2FzViRFb5LVJSg5hWBuREIIvsPDgTXn7SjPz4fuJX7d9%2BpTkvqhXpcQC6zVrgIgT9z8dVKYARXgOPCntkT47Ia8mqRai%2FDoNKLI32aYAIJZfh9%2Fmjg%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20211208T181312Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYV563X63W%2F20211208%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=af6e719ae33c7061e65c51c58d2479a2ed01f437a195a49370d216c222724ece&hash=64b7757cc9609ef5c82d43c08334159f07aecec7a9d36ed6c7362e3f49faa3b5&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S1877050921008140&tid=spdf-ad2076c1-39a0-4132-8a9e-ca70782200c7&sid=e90c0bfe77cd58401e8a72311ef016f96043gxrqa&type=client
https://pi-hole.net/
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INTERN - IT SPECIALIST    Tempe AZ

• APPLY HERE
• WEBSITE
• GLASS DOOR

The US Foods Summer Internship Program provides a forum for 
students to apply classroom skills and academic training in a real-
world business environment.  In addition to being assigned 
business-impacting projects throughout the summer, students 
will be matched with a manager who will meet with them on a 
regular basis to provide direction on assignments as well as 
deliver performance feedback and a mentor who will be available 
to offer day-to-day guidance and support. Interns will also get 
exposure to US Foods executive leadership; have an opportunity 
to participate in learning and social events with other interns 
across business functions and have an opportunity to deliver an 
end of summer presentation to showcase their accomplishments 
with key business leaders.  US Foods internships are full-time paid 
positions (40 hours per week from May - August) with the 
possibility of transitioning to a full-time position post-graduation 
dependent on availability and overall performance. This position 
has been segmented as Blended meaning the work is a 
combination of onsite and remote/virtual.

• Identify, manage, escalation, and resolve technical issues

• Install and configure software, print drivers, utilities, etc. to be 
utilized on workstations and computer networks

• Troubleshoot all information technology issues, including 
software, hardware, and networking

• Monitor installed systems, identify problems, and take 
corrective action

>. JOBS/INTERNSHIPS
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https://usfoods.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/en-US/usfoodscareersExternal/job/Tempe-AZ/INTERN---IT-Specialist--Blended--Onsite---Remote-_R224429
https://www.usfoods.com/
https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/US-Foods-Reviews-E2856.htm
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IT INFORMATION SECURITY INTERNSHIP (UNDERGRADUATE)     Scottsdale AZ

• APPLY HERE
• WEBSITE
• GLASS DOOR

This program is a 10-week full-time opportunity that starts on 
June 6th, 2022 and will end on August 12, 2022.
During the internship, you’ll work with teams to deliver leading-
edge information security controls and capabilities across the 
enterprise. Opportunities are available in functions such as third-
party risk governance, security architecture, risk management, 
identity & access management, software security, vulnerability 
management, fraud detection, and other areas.
You will gain valuable work experience and participate in:
• Projects that contribute to the success of our business
• Community service activities
• Professional development workshops
• Mentorship and networking opportunities
• Interaction with senior leaders
And our corporate interns have an increased likelihood to receive 
an offer for a future role with CVS Health. 

>. JOBS/INTERNSHIPS
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INFORMATION SYSTEM SECURITY OFFICER (ISSO) ENTRY-LEVEL     Tucson AZ

• APPLY HERE
• WEBSITE
• GLASS DOOR

Whether you’re just starting out on your career journey or are an 
experienced professional, we offer a robust total rewards package 
that goes above and beyond with compensation; healthcare, 
wellness, retirement and work/life benefits; career development 
and recognition programs. Some of the superior benefits we offer 
include parental (including paternal) leave, flexible work 
schedules, achievement awards, educational assistance and 
child/adult backup care. You will be primarily responsible for 
system compliance, auditing, security plan development and 
delivering information systems security education and awareness. 
You will also assist in investigating information system security 
violations and help prepare reports specifying corrective and 
preventative actions. The position routinely collaborates with the 
facility security team, program personnel, and government 
representatives.

https://jobs.cvshealth.com/job/14271997/it-information-security-internship-undergraduate-/
https://cvshealth.com/
https://www.glassdoor.com/Overview/Working-at-CVS-Health-EI_IE437.11,21.htm
https://jobs.raytheonmissilesanddefense.com/job/tucson/information-system-security-officer-isso-entry-level/30457/19511728896
https://www.raytheonmissilesanddefense.com/
https://www.glassdoor.com/Overview/Working-at-Raytheon-Missiles-and-Defense-EI_IE3300023.11,40.htm
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CYBER INFORMATION SYSTEM SECURITY OFFICER ENTRY-LEVEL     Tucson AZ

• APPLY HERE
• WEBSITE
• GLASS DOOR

At Raytheon Missiles & Defense, by combining our vast resources 
and investments, we can dedicate ourselves to solving mission-
level vs. product-level customer challenges – together we can 
anticipate more, move faster and make a bigger impact on the big 
picture. You will be primarily responsible for system compliance, 
auditing, security plan development and delivering information 
systems security education and awareness. You will also assist in 
investigating information system security violations and help 
prepare reports specifying corrective and preventative actions. 
The position routinely collaborates with the facility security team, 
program personnel, and government representatives.

IT SUMMER INTERNSHIP      Phoenix AZ

• APPLY HERE
• WEBSITE
• GLASS DOOR

IT at Procter & Gamble is where business, innovation and 
technology integrate to build an ambitious advantage for us. Our 
professionals are diverse leaders who apply deep IT 
understanding to deliver business models and capabilities. 
Whether your role is to craft an IT innovation strategy, protect our 
critical information systems and assets, or lead a strategic 
supplier, you will increase your technical mastery. Your passion for 
the industry will be nurtured by our culture of continued learning 
and growth. Your internship in IT builds change leadership and 
influence skills, breadth of experience across multiple businesses, 
and depth of expertise in one of our three IT areas: 
• Application & Integration – The largest IT area focuses on 

Strategy, development, implementation, maintenance and 
business applications. Roles include Application Manager, IT 
Operations Manager, Solution Manager and Project Manager.

• Infrastructure – Strategy, governance and management of the 
hardware, software platforms and networks needed to 
support the development, delivery and ongoing maintenance 
of our applications and information. Roles include Systems, 
Network, and Data Center Governance and Management.

• Data & Analytics -Strategy of data and breaking it down into 
impactful results. Roles include Data and Insights, Marketing 
Technology and Product Management, Data and Analytics

https://jobs.raytheonmissilesanddefense.com/job/tucson/cyber-security-information-system-security-officer-entry-level/30457/17438393632
https://www.raytheonmissilesanddefense.com/
https://www.glassdoor.com/Overview/Working-at-Raytheon-Missiles-and-Defense-EI_IE3300023.11,40.htm
https://www.pgcareers.com/job/cincinnati/it-summer-internship-multiple-disciplines/936/18333247840
https://us.pg.com/
https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Procter-and-Gamble-Reviews-E544.htm


Email your cover letter and resume to 

cbuldrini@arizona.edu

Deadline: January 12, 2022

Student Worker

The Cyber Operations Program at the College of Applied 

Science & Technology is hiring a student worker. The position 

allows you to work remotely, up to 20 hours a week at

$12.15/hour.

Duties: Requirements:

NOW HIRING

• Assist students with CYBV 310 and  

CYBV 311

• Respond to students to clarify questions

• Assist students with technical issues

• Develop scripting to be used for  

automation

• Help with CSCV 452 might be needed

(not a requirement)

Applying students must be:

• A current University of Arizona student

• Enrolled in a minimum of 6 units

• Must have completed CYBV 310 and CYBV 311

• Comfortable working with peers via Zoom and/or Discord

• Experience tutoring is not required, but would be a huge plus

• Experience programming outside of 
CYBV 310 and CYBV 311

• Experience with Windows for CYBV 
310 and CYBV 311, including 
command prompt, remote desktop 
connections, and Visual Studio

• Experience with Linux or OSX for 
452, including use of terminal, gcc, 
and lldb or gdb (if help with 452 is 
needed

>. SYS_ERROR
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- The Cyber Operations Program at the College of Applied Science
& Technology is hiring a student worker! The position allows you
to work remotely, up to 20 hours a week at $12.15/hour.

• Assisting students with fundamental  
python issues without solving  
assignment, specific challenges.

• Respond to students to clarify  
questions.

• Assist students with any issues  
related to access or operations within  
the VLE.

• A current University of Arizona Student
• Enrolled in a minimum of 6 UA units during the Fall and Spring Semesters 
• Must have completed CYBV473.
• Must have received on "A"in CYBV473.
• Must have a desire to learn more about Python and share that knowledge with 

other students.

Email your cover letter and resume to 

cbuldrini@arizona.edu

Deadline: January 12, 2022

• Work with the course Professor to 
expand content off of the course.

REQUIREMENTS:

• Reliable computer access and ability  
to work remotely.

• Excellent communication skills and  
ability to work within a team

Applying students must be:
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>. ---CONNECTION ESTABLISHED---

>. FROM EVERYONE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

>. HAVE A FUN AND HAPPY NEY YEARS

>. GOODBYE 2021 AND WELCOME 2022

>.

>. ---END TRANSMISSION---

JANUARY MONTHLY CONTENT SPRING 2022 X

https://www.pexels.com/photo/a-woman-with-face-stickers-wearing-a-black-jacket-8720598/
mailto:CIIO@EMAIL.ARIZONA.EDU
https://cyber-operations.azcast.arizona.edu/

